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Abstract
Although the manual evaluation of essays is a time-consuming process, writing essays has a significant role in assessing learning outcomes. Therefore, automated essay evaluation represents a solution, especially for schools, universities, and testing companies. Moreover, the existence of such systems overcomes some factors that influence manual evaluation such as the evaluator’s mental state, the disparity between evaluators, and others. In this paper, we propose an Arabic essay evaluation system based on a support vector regression (SVR) model along with a wide range of features including morphological, syntactic, semantic, and discourse features. The system evaluates essays according to five criteria: spelling, essay structure, coherence level, style, and punctuation marks, without the need for domain-representative essays (a model essay). A specific model is developed for each criterion; thus, the overall evaluation of the essay is a combination of the previous criteria results. We develop our dataset based on essays written by university students and journalists whose native language is Arabic. The dataset is then evaluated by experts. The experimental results show that 96% of our dataset is correctly evaluated in the overall score and the correlation between the system and the experts’ evaluation is 0.87. Additionally, the system shows variant results in evaluating criteria separately.

1 Introduction
Automated essay scoring (AES) or so-called automated essay evaluation (AEE) systems came to facilitate the evaluation task of students’ writings. Assigning questions that demonstrate writing skills, such as linguistic skills and creativity, is crucial. However, the evaluation process is laborious, particularly with a large number of essays, such as during examination boards.

AES systems assist essay authors, editorial boards, publishers, and newspaper editors by overcoming some of the shortcomings of traditional evaluation. For instance, AES systems reduce variabilities between instructors’ viewpoints or biases resulting from a good point in essay that causes an evaluator to ignore other mistakes (Janda et al., 2019). Moreover, AES systems are tools that can assist both new instructors and students for training and improving writing skills.

For the English language, there have been many studies drafted on AES in addition to the development of commercial applications used in English-learning institutes. In comparison, AES systems for Arabic seem restricted to short-answer questions with predefined answer models from instructors. This limitation stems from complexities of the Arabic language and a lack of Arabic natural language processing (NLP) resources.

In this paper, we attempt to fill this gap by providing an Arabic essay evaluation system using a machine learning method that does not require a model essay.

2 Related Work
In English, there are several related efforts. For example, the project essay grader (PEG) is one of the earliest scoring systems. The system was based on a statistical method to predict the score. PEG
succeeded in predicting the surface structure of an essay, but it did not meet the semantic criteria (Chung & O’Neil, 1997; Kukich, 2000).

In the intelligent essay assessor (IEA), latent semantic analysis (LSA) is used to evaluate essay content. In addition, IEA can be used to evaluate writing style and detect plagiarism (Dessus and Lemaire, 2001). The E-rater (Burstein, 2003) and IntelliMetric (Elliot, 2003) are evaluation systems that rely on linguistic features extracted by NLP techniques to evaluate common criteria.

In contrast to previous systems, the Bayesian essay test scoring system (BETSY) is non-commercial and can be used for research. BETSY uses Bayesian models to evaluate essays for content and style (Dikli, 2006).

Although commercial systems have restrictions to accessing system details, AES systems have attracted the attention of many researchers. Most studies, such as Surya et al. (2018), have focused on the automatic student assessment prize (ASAP) dataset.

Surya et al. (2018) used machine learning with nine surfaces, deep features, and three algorithms including support vector machine (SVM), k-nearest neighbors (kNN), and linear regression. The obtained accuracy ranges from 73% to 93% according to the dataset class and the algorithms used. In addition, Alikaniotis, Yannakoudakis, and Rei (2016) and Dong and Zhang (2016) have employed deep-learning algorithms and obtained encouraging results.

In Arabic, there are several studies for short-answer questions scoring. Nahar & Alsmadi (2009) based on light stemming and assigning weights over words in the model answer. For the system to consider semantics, the instructor must manually attach the synonyms. In comparison, Gomaa and Fahmy (2014) combined similarity measures, such as string, corpus, and knowledge-based similarity for 610 Arabic short answers, which were translated to English due to the lack of Arabic resources. However, this approach requires great effort for translation and then scoring.

Apart from semantics, Al-Shalabi (2016) proposed a scoring system for online exams using stemming and Levenshtein string-based similarity measures. Shehab, Faroun, and Rashad (2018) conducted a comparison between several string-based (Damerau–Levenshtein and N-gram) and corpus-based similarity measures (LSA and Disco) on 210 answers. They found that applying N-gram with removing stop words produced the best results.

Other than short-answer scoring, we only came across three studies for essay scoring (Alghamdi et al., 2014; Azmi, Al-Jouie, & Hussain, 2019; Alqahtani & Alsaif, 2019).

First, Alghamdi et al. (2014) conducted a study based on a linear regression algorithm. They used LSA, the number of words, and spelling mistakes to predict an essay’s score. The proposed system was applied to 579 essays collected from undergraduate university students and scored by two instructors. The results showed that 96.72% of essays were scored correctly, while the correlation between the system and manual scoring was 0.78, which is close to the value of 0.7 obtained by inter-human correlation.

Second, Azmi, Al-Jouie, and Hussain (2019) collected 360 essays from students in middle and high schools. The essays were evaluated by two school instructors according to criteria obtained from a questionnaire given to instructors. The criteria can be presented as semantic analysis, writing style, and spelling mistakes. However, there was a difference in assigning each criterion weight, but the majority was 5%, 40%, and 10% for semantic analysis, writing style and spelling mistakes, respectively. The proposed system was based on LSA to evaluate semantics while rhetorical structure theory (RST) and other features were used to evaluate the writing style. Finally, the system employed AraComLex (Attia, Pecina, Toral, Tounsi, & Genabith, 2011) to detect spelling mistakes. The system achieved an accuracy of 90% while the correlation to the manual evaluation was 0.756, which outperformed the inter-human correlation of 0.709.

Both Alghamdi et al. (2014) and Azmi, Al-Jouie, and Hussain (2019) relied on the LSA approach, which requires domain-representative essays. Furthermore, outputs of Alghamdi et al. (2014) are given as an overall score without details about the score for each criterion. In contrast, Azmi, Al-Jouie, and Hussain (2019) employ rules to evaluate writing style and spelling mistakes separately. However, half of the assigned score is based on LSA, which in turn requires pre-defined models.

Recently, (Alqahtani & Alsaiif, 2019) proposed a rule-based system to evaluate Arabic essays without the need to train on domain-representative essays. They adopted an evaluation criteria scheme
based on Arabic literary resources and university instructors’ experiences as following: spelling, grammar, structure, cohesion, style and punctuation marks. Then, scheme was given to two experts to evaluate 100 essays for university students. The system follows a set of rules to evaluate the previous criteria based on some facts and analyses to evaluate the overall score beside the specific criteria scores. The system accuracy was 73% in the overall score while there were variations in evaluating criteria separately. Although this study does need a model essay, it is limited to set of rules that does not include semantic.

Therefore, in this paper, we propose an Arabic essay evaluation system does not need to train on predefined essays represent domain by using a machine learning algorithm and a wide range of features to evaluate the specific criteria besides the overall score.

3 Dataset

Our dataset can be classified into three parts: essays written by undergraduate/graduate Arabic native students with university-level; unedited essays written to be published in one of the Saudi newspapers and essays have been published in different newspapers. Any handwritten copies have been retyped by computer exactly as they were written. Altogether, our dataset contains 200 (MSA) essays with an approximately average length of 250 words (3KB) in several topics.

This dataset has been given to two Arabic experts hold master’s degree in Arabic language to evaluate essays following the criteria and the evaluation rubric shown precisely in (Alqahtani & Alsaif, 2019) which include: spelling, grammar, structure, coherence and cohesion level, style and punctuation marks.

Therefore, in spelling criterion, evaluators concern about the correct spell of words; therefore, they detect each spelling mistake and classify it to one of four types: mistakes on \(<\text{hmzp}/\text{هَمزة}>\), replacement letters, extra letters and neglecting letters. For structure criterion, they check the existence of four essential parts; title, introduction, body and conclusion. In coherence, they evaluate the coherence between the title and remaining parts and check the cohesion between essay parts. This criterion also concerns with the correct use of connectives. To evaluate style of essay, they consider, words repetition, length of sentences, word choice and avoiding lengthy speech. In addition, they evaluate the punctuation marks according to the Arabic rules.

4 Automated Essay Evaluation

We intend to model Arabic essay evaluation based on the supervised linear model Support Vector Regression (SVR) (Awad & Khanna, 2015) along with different levels of features. We develop a specific model for each criterion. The overall evaluation of an essay will be a combination of the models’ outputs. We follow this procedure to ensure that each criterion model takes the full advantage of the used features hence more accurate in the overall score. In addition, existence of separated model per criterion will assist in the future to provide a valuable feedback for the user. In the preprocessing step, we applied normalization, then stemming using Buckwalter stemmer (Buckwalter, 2004). Our features extracted by considering the criteria followed by humans. According to the system output, which is numeric scores, we try a wide range of features represented by numbers at different levels including:

A. Surface features

The surface features demonstrate only features dealing with the text itself such as word frequency. Each feature is followed by abbreviation for ease of reference as follows:

**Essay Length (F1):** is measured by number of tokens/words result of white space tokenization of essay.

**Number of paragraphs (F3, F4) and sentences (F5):** we considered each line as a paragraph so that when the writer moves to the next line because there is no space it is considered as one line (F3). Additionally, we checked if number of paragraphs is greater than one or not (F4). To count number of sentences (F5), we divided essays by period, comma and a list of connectives that usually used to connect two sentences in Arabic according to (Alsaif, 2012) study.

**Words per essay parts (F6), (F7), (F8), (F9), and (F16):** knowing the length of a specific part of essay, may lead to identifying its role in the essay, (e.g., when the first part is the shortest, that may
indicate it is the title). Generally, distributing features over essay parts lead to detect the effective features to evaluate a specific criterion. So, in separated features, we counted the number of words in first paragraph/title (F6), second paragraph/introduction (F7), last paragraph/conclusion (F8), and number of paragraphs in the middle/body (F9). Also, we checked if the first paragraph length is less than or equal to ten words (F16).

**Average, maximum, and minimum length (F10–F15):** in separated features, based on number of words we calculated the average length of sentences (F10), longest paragraph (F12) and the shortest paragraph (F13). Likewise, we calculated the longest sentence (F14) and the shortest sentence (F15).

**Paragraph has a specific mark (F19–F22):** for example, the presence of some marks may indicate the essence of paragraph. Separately, we checked each essay part if it contains parentheses, colon or question mark (F19–F22).

**Number of <hmzp/هُمْزَة> (F22) in essay:** we counted words that contain hmzp on AIOl/أ. Moreover, hmzp on AlwAw /ؤ, hmzp on line/ة and hmzp on nбрp/ن to assist in spelling evaluation.

### B. Syntactic and Morphological features

**Parts of speech (POS) frequency in essay (F2–F99):** by using the (POS) tag provided by the MADAMIRA analyzer (Pasha et al., 2014), we counted the amount of punctuation (F23), pronouns (F24), prepositions (F25), verbs (F26), nouns (F27), adjectives (F28), adverbs (F29) and numbers (F30) in the whole essay. In addition, we calculated these features for essay parts (paragraphs and sentences). Also, we checked paragraphs and sentences that start with a specific POS (adjectives and prepositions) separately (F31–F99).

**Number of nominal and verbal sentence (F100) and (F101):** for each sentence, we checked the first three words. If the sentence included a verb, it was considered as a verbal (F100), otherwise; it was considered as a nominal phrase (F101).

**Spelling mistakes in the whole essay (F102–F109):** In line with Alqahtani and Alsai (2019), we used the FARASA spell checker (FARASA: Advanced Tools for Arabic, 2019) to classify the mistakes that FARASA provided into four classes: mistakes on hmzp, replacement letters, extra letters, and omission letters. Therefore, as features, we counted the number of spelling mistakes in any type of hmzp (F102), mistakes in replacement (F103), extra letters (F104), or omissions (F105). Additionally, considering all the previous features, if its value was more than or equal to one, we assigned 1 to indicate a mistake; otherwise, we assigned 0 (F106–F109).

**Aljzm/الجمل particles (F110) and (F111):** we counted number of aljzm particles in the essay as they cause a change in the subsequent verbs (lm/لِمٍّ، IA AlAhyp/النهاية، IA AlOmr/الأمر، lmA/المسأله) as well as the number of times they were followed by a verb (F200). Also, we counted the number of cases of aljzm particles followed by a plural verb ending with ن/ن as this case affects the word form (F201) (Ali, 2019).

**kAn wOxwAthA /Kana and her Sisters/كن وَخوائِثَا (F112) and (F113):** we counted the number of kAn wOxwAthA, which include: (kAn/كان، ODHY وَأَدْهَي، mAz/lلمسات، mAZI/أَمْضى، mAft}/ـ وَأَمْضى، bAr/بَار، Sar/سَار، Zl/زَل، mAdAm/مِدّام، mSHT/مَشْت، OSH/أَصْحَب) as they may affect the surrounding word forms (F112) (Ali, 2018).

**In~wOxwAthA /Inna and her Sisters/إن وَخوائِثَا (F114):** Moreover, we counted number of In~wOxwAthA, which include (In~/إنـ، lm/لمـ، kKn/كَأَن، lyt/لَيْت، ln/لَن، lm/لم) in the essay for their effect on words forms (Ali, 2018).

**Morphological mistakes (F117–F119):** to count the number of words that were morphologically incorrect, we counted the number of words that could be analyzed by MADAMIRA (F117), the number of words that could not be analyzed by MADAMIRA (F118) and the number of words that their lemmas were not included in alWaseet or Contemporary dictionaries using SAFAR platform (SAFAR: Software Architecture For ARabic, 2013). In addition, we checked the style of plural words so, if the type of word was (p/plural) or the word ended with (ـت) and its lemma ended with (ـت)، but it does not belong to alWaseet or Contemporary dictionaries, then the number of mistakes in sound feminine plural increases (F119). These features may assist in evaluate spelling and style criteria.

### C. Lexical features
Number of words without stop words (F123): refers to the number of words without stop words frequently used in Arabic text.

Introduction and conclusion keywords (F124–F127): usually, the introductory section may include some keywords used to pave a topic. Likewise, the writer may use specific words to conclude or summarize the essay. Therefore, we have two features, the first for checking if the first or second paragraph contains introductory keywords such as (bdAyp/بِدَايَة nHdv/نَتْحَدِث ntklm/تَتَكَلَّم nstErD/قَسَمَة or AlmwDwE/أَلْمَوْدُع etc.) (F124). We did the same by checking the last paragraph for the conclusion (F125). The common words used to conclude in our dataset and Arabic essays generally include (OrY/أَرْجُو Orjw/أَرْجُو وَجِهَة nZr/نَزْر njhp wjhp nZr/نَزْر وَجِهَة أَرْجُو Hm/حَمٌّ). Furthermore, we checked for the existence of inappropriate words wrongly used to start or conclude an Arabic essay such as (bsm Allh ﷲ ﺑُﺴِمُ اللَّهُ ﻣَﻠِكَ ﺍﻟْﻮَorld اﻟﻤُؤْمِن ﻣَؤْمِن bEd/بَﺒْـٰـدَة kyo/كِيفُ mA*A/Aَ وإِنَّهْ ﻣَأْلُوْدُ m/A/مَأْلُوْدَ m/Y/مَأْلُوْدَ ым/وُيِّدُ or Ayn/أَيْنَ along with a question mark. The question mark was considered missing if a sentence contained one of the question tools yet was missing a question mark (F144). In case of an incorrect usage, we counted the number of times a sentence contained a question mark without the existence of a question tool (F145).

For correct use of the exclamation mark, we counted the number of times an exclamation mark existed in a sentence containing one of the exaggerating styles, such as yA/يَا b}s/بُسْبِب rAJ/رَأْيَة or 1hh d~/١١ ﺪٍ ﻭـٰـرـٰـا etc.) which usually used in other types of writing in Arabic. Arabic Lexicon Features (F128–F133): we relied on four Arabic lexicons to extract (F128–F133): The Contemporary Arabic Language Dictionary; alWaseet lexicon; the Arabic Wordlist for spellchecking (Attia, Pecina, & Samih, 2012) which contains 9 million words automatically generated from the AraComLex open-source finite-state transducer (30,000 lemmas), and a billion-word corpus; and Obsolete Arabic Words (Attia, Pecina, Toral, Tounsi, & Genabith, 2011) which includes obsolete words or words that are not in contemporary use, in the Buckwalter Morphological Analyzer database. As separate features, we checked the number of words that belong to each of the obsolete list, alWaseet, and Contemporary lexicons, as well as words that do not belong to the spellchecking list. We proposed these features to evaluate spelling and style criteria.

Punctuation features (F134–F161): for each punctuation mark, we counted its frequency in the essay. So, in separate features, we counted the frequency of each of the following: question mark (F134), exclamation (F135), period (F136), comma (F137), semicolon (F138), quotation mark (F139), parentheses (F140), dash (F141) and colon (F142). Also, we counted the number of times the writer repeats the same punctuation mark in one use (F142) such as a repeating period (....) or question mark (???) which represents one of the common mistakes in Arabic writing. Furthermore, we have additional features related to each punctuation mark that can be broken down into three categories: correct use, missing use, and incorrect use of a punctuation mark. For the correct use of a question mark (F143), we counted the number of times a sentence contains question tools, including hI/هِيْ kyo/كِيفُ mA*A/Aَ إِنَّهْ ﻣَأْلُوْدُ m/A/مَأْلُوْدَ m/Y/مَأْلُوْدَ ым/وُيِّدُ or Ayn/أَيْنَ along with a question mark.
considered when a paragraph contained a period before the end (F155). Moreover, we counted the number of correct uses of the colon by checking the existence of some words such as mvAl/مثال, Al|typ/التيپ، or mAly/ماليًا with a colon mark. Also, a colon was considered correct if it was involved in a sentence containing a word referring to reported speech based on list of attribution cues, as seen in a study by (Alsaif et al. 2018) (F156). We counted the number of times a colon was missing when indicators were present yet a colon was absent (F157). Conversely, the use of a colon was considered wrong if a colon mark was present while indicators were missing (F158). Finally, for quotation marks, we counted the number of correct uses by checking cases in which quotation marks were preceded by one of the words referring to reported speech, using the list of attribution cues and where opening and closing pairs of quotations were placed (F159). A missing use of a quotation mark was considered when at least one word of the list mentioned was present yet quotation mark pairs or a single one was missing (F160). An incorrect use was considered when a quotation mark was present without a cue (F161).

**D. Semantic features**

Unlike traditional dictionaries, WordNet is organized by semantic relations between synsets. In this work, we use the Arabic WordNet AWN (Arabic WordNet—Global WordNet Association, 2013) alongside the NLTK module to extract our semantic features based on some relations such as synonyms and antonyms between essay sentences. First, we counted number of matched words not only between two adjacent sentences but also all essay sentences even matched words within the same sentence (F162) to evaluate the coherence of the essay. However, as a sentence can be expressed using different synonyms, we counted the number of synonyms in the entire essay (F203) and between all sentences using Arabic WordNet (AWN). These features also were applied over essay paragraphs to measure the similarities between essay parts (F163–F168). Moreover, we used one of AraVec models (Bakr, Mohammad, Eissa, & El-Beltagy, 2017), that proposed Arabic Word Embedding for use in Arabic NLP. For each sentence, we counted the similarity between its words and all other sentences words (F169).

**E. Discourse features**

As some criteria require examination between essay parts, such as coherence criterion, we propose the following features:

**Arabic discourse connectives (F170–F188):** we counted the number of connectives (F170) according to the list of unambiguous discourse connectives (Alsaif, 2012) in terms of discourse function, so that at least 90% of their occurrences in the Leeds Arabic Discourse Treebank (LADTB), were annotated as discourse connectives. Furthermore, we counted number of unique connectives in the overall essay (F171). We also distributed these two features over essay paragraphs and sentences (F172–F179). In addition, for each paragraph, we counted the ratio of connectives (F180) and unique connectives to the paragraph’s words (F181). We then counted the ratio of number of words located between two discourse connectives to the number of connectives per paragraph in the essay (F182). In the same way, we counted the ratio of connectives (F183) and unique connectives to the sentences’ words (F184). Moreover, we counted the number of times punctuation was not followed by a connective or conjunction (F202). Using the POS tag provided by MADAMIRA, we checked the number of words with conjunction tags in the overall essay (F185) as well as the number of unique conjunctions (F186). Likewise, we applied the same connectives features but with conjunctions tools in (F187) and (F188).

**5 Experiments and Results**

All experiments in this study were carried out using the WEKA tool (Witten et al., 1999), based on a tenfold cross-validation for the entire dataset. We built a specific model for each criterion: spelling, coherence, structure, punctuation marks, and style. Then, we computed the models’ results to predict the overall score. During each model development, we considered the size of our dataset, the appropriate features, and the number of features to achieve the most accurate model with the minimum number of features possible to avoid overfitting problems (Ying, 2019). It is worth noting that we only included the effective features in each model rather than including all features.

To evaluate the system’s performance, we used accuracy “Acc,” which refers to the number of essays correctly evaluated by the system, as well as
Pearson’s correlation $r$ to measure the relationship and association between manual scores and system scores (Benesty, Chen, Huang, & Cohen, 2009). As our dataset contains fractions, and to align with scoring in similar studies (Alghamdi et al., 2014; Azmi, Al-Jouie, & Hussain, 2019; Alqahtani & Alsaf, 2019), we considered a threshold value $t$ in our results. Therefore, an essay is considered as correctly evaluated if the difference between the manual score and the system score does not exceed $t$. Alghamdi et al., (2014) set $t$ to be approximately 17% of the overall score, whereas Azmi, Al-Jouie, and Hussain (2019) set $t$ to be 25% of the essay score. In our case, although our dataset contains many fractional numbers, we will show the results when $t=17\%$ and $t=25\%$ in specific criteria scores and the overall score. Table 1 shows score distributions in our dataset and the threshold values.

![Table](image)

Table 1. Score distributions and the threshold value per criterion.

### A. Spelling model

We attempted many different features in the spelling model. However, the effective features were found at the surface level, lexical level, syntactical, and morphological levels as follows: (F1–F23), F29, F100, F101, F114, F117, F123, F133, F200, and F201, while the significant features were based on features related to the FARASA spellchecker (F102–F105). Using this model, the number of essays that were evaluated correctly in spelling represent 58% of our dataset when $t=17\%$, while it increased to 77% when $t=25\%$, as shown in Table 2. The variant between these two results returns to the value of the threshold and the number of fractions scores in spelling in our dataset. Further, the model achieved 0.65 when $t=17\%$ and 0.72 when $t=25\%$ in correlation $r$ to manual evaluation. However, since the model is almost based on FARASA features, we analyzed this tool over our dataset by detecting how many times FARASA detects actual mistakes and corrects them in the right way; how many times FARASA detects actual mistakes but does not correct them as what should be; and how many times FARASA detects a correct word as a mistake, which were 2130, 85, and 250 cases, respectively. However, there were 120 words corrected by FARASA only because missing spaces in some cases that usually difficult to detect by humans such in $mA\hat{h}*A/what /\text{mA}\hat{h}*A$.

### B. Structure model

Since a well-structured essay should contain four parts; title, introduction, body and conclusion, we included surface features (F3) and (F16) that refer to the number of paragraphs and check if the first paragraph is less than or equal to 10 words. Also, we include lexical features (F124 and F126) which related to check the existence of some keywords usually used in the introduction and conclusion parts. This model achieved 78% in Acc and 0.74 in correlation $r$ when $t=17\%$ and 91% in Acc and 0.86 in correlation $r$ when $t=25\%$. The significant feature was (F16) which refers to check if the first paragraph less than or equal 10 words which assists to indicate the title of the essay.

### C. Coherence model

Coherence criterion used to evaluate the extent to which essay parts is related to the title, cohesion between essay parts, using the appropriate discourse connectives and diversity in connectives. Therefore, we included surface features (F3, F19, F20, F6–F10, F15, F12, F13), lexical features (F124 and F125) and syntactic features (F23–F99). Most of these features are generic and hold information about essay parts (lengths, general syntactic characteristics). These features are utilized to figure out essay structure which in turn assists to predict the extent of the appropriate coherence. Furthermore, we include discourse features (F170, F171, F202, F179, F137, F177,
F187, F180–F182) since they related to connectives between essays parts in addition to the semantic features presented in (F62, F163, F169, F168 and F203) to prevent relying on only the matched words. This model achieved 79% in accuracy and 0.65 in correlation in case of $t = 17\%$ while it increased to 87% and 0.69 in accuracy and correlation respectively when $t = 25\%$. However, in some cases detecting cohesion automatically is very difficult especially if the unrelated idea is expressed within a short sentence.

**D. Style model**

As essay with a good style does not include repeated words without using synonyms and does not contain informal words while there is a good choice of words and diversity in the length of sentences (Ibrahim, 2006). We included surface features (F1, F5, F4, F21, F10), which predominantly investigate the length of paragraphs and sentences, lexical features from (F123, F128–F133, F134–F142) that check punctuation use, and the number of words that may affect the style. We also check morphological features (F117) as they also affect the form of words, which in turn sometimes leads to unknown or informal words. Additionally, we include discourse features and connectives (F170–F180) since punctuation might be omitted by a writer, hence there are no indications of paragraph and sentence lengths. Also, we add semantic features (F162–F168 and F203) to investigate synonymous words. However, discourse and semantics have the most impact in score prediction where the significant features were the number of discourse connectives (F170) and the number of synonyms in the whole essay (F203). The style achieved 65% in $Acc$ and 0.57 in correlation when $t=17\%$ while it increased to 78% in accuracy and 0.65 in correlation when $t=25\%$ as shown in Table 2.

**E. Punctuation marks model**

We included surface features (F6–F9 and F12), general syntactic features such as POS (F23–F29, F31–F58) and features related to punctuation marks which refer to correct, wrong, and missing use for all marks (F134–F161). Also, we included discourse connectives (F202, F184, F187), as they separate the essay to sentences/clauses and that may assist to detect some types of mistakes such as the omission of placing comma. As each punctuation mark has certain purposes (e.g., a period used at the end of a sentence, or a comma used within a sentence to separate it into clauses), we tried to figure out the semantic impact by including features (F162–F168) which refer to the similarity between sentences. We noted that the most two significant features were (F202) that refers to the number of punctuations not followed by conjunction or discourse connectives and (F184), which refers to the ratio of unique connectives to paragraph length. The punctuation model achieved different results due to the threshold value, as in Table 2.

In the overall score, we combined the results obtained by all the previous criteria as predicted by the models, then we calculated accuracy which was 90% and 96% when $t = 17\%$ and $t = 25\%$ respectively.

In comparison to the similar studies (Alghamdi et al., 2014) and (Azmi, Al-Jouie, & Hussain, 2019), our system utilizes a wide range of features to evaluate the common criteria and can

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Criteria</th>
<th>Level of features included per criterion</th>
<th>$t = 17%$</th>
<th>$t = 25%$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Spelling</strong></td>
<td>Surface+Lex+(Syn and Morph+Spelling)</td>
<td>58%</td>
<td>77%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$r$</td>
<td>0.65</td>
<td>0.72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Structure</strong></td>
<td>Surface + Lex</td>
<td>78%</td>
<td>91%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$r$</td>
<td>0.74</td>
<td>0.86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Coherence</strong></td>
<td>Surface+Lex+Syn and Morph+Sem+Disc</td>
<td>79%</td>
<td>87%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$r$</td>
<td>0.65</td>
<td>0.69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Punctuation marks</strong></td>
<td>Surface+(Lex/punctuations)+Syn/pos+Disc + Sem</td>
<td>75%</td>
<td>93%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$r$</td>
<td>0.53</td>
<td>0.74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Style</strong></td>
<td>Surface+Lex+Syn+Disc+Sem</td>
<td>65%</td>
<td>78%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$r$</td>
<td>0.57</td>
<td>0.65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Overall score</strong></td>
<td>A combination of the essay evaluation results in the previous criteria</td>
<td>90%</td>
<td>96%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$r$</td>
<td>0.82</td>
<td>0.87</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. Features levels used for criteria modeling with their results and the overall score considering the threshold.
provide an evaluation of a specific criterion further to the overall score. It also does not need to train on representative-domain essays. Unfortunately, we cannot provide an accurate comparison because their datasets cannot be accessed. In addition, our system applied to a larger dataset than that used in Alqahtani and Alsaif (2019) and it supports semantic aspects which not covered by their system.

6 Conclusion

This paper introduced an Arabic essay evaluation system based on the SVR algorithm and features from different linguistic levels. Separately, we conducted experiments to predict five criteria scores; spelling, structure, coherence, style, and punctuation marks. The essay holistic score was assigned by a combination of the previous criteria scores. The experiments conducted on our dataset consisted of 200 essays. In the overall evaluation, the proposed system achieved 96% accuracy and 0.87 in correlation with manual evaluation, while it achieved 77%, 91%, 87%, 78%, and 93% in accuracy for spelling, structure, coherence, style, and punctuation marks, respectively. In the future, we look forward to expanding our dataset as our system performance improved by increasing the dataset size from 100 essays to 200 essays. Furthermore, we intend to involve some criteria that have been annotated by humans but not yet automated, such as grammar. Similar studies in foreign languages have had promising results by applying deep learning algorithms while it is unexplored in AES for Arabic writing. Therefore, we believe it is worth to apply deep learning algorithms utilizing the features extracted in this work.
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